
Privileging providers is crucial to your healthcare compliance program, but it’s a complex
and time–consuming process.

With Provider Privileging from symplr, you never have to research a privilege again! Our
team of expert researchers continually consult with industry experts and
organizations (ACGME, AOA, ABMS, renowned teaching institutions, medical societies, FDA
etc.), to deliver a robust, dynamic privileging library at your fingertips. Don’t spend
another minute researching privileges — there’s a symplr solution!

PROVIDER 
PRIVILEGING
COMPREHENSIVE AND DYNAMIC PRIVILEGING LIBRARY

CHECK OUT THESE BENEFITS:

Save time — Save valuable hours on research. Our dynamic privileging library is 
continually updated to give you the most current information.

On-demand data access — Our turnkey privileging solution puts the most current 
information at your fingertips. We’ll help fast track the process of defining 
provider privileges to get you up and running quickly.

ICD-10 configured — In addition to CPT and ICD-9, procedures are mapped to 
ICD-10 codes and are tied directly to individual privileges, using our exclusive, 
patent-pending technology.

Granted privilege lookup — Facility staff have real-time, view-only access to 
provider’s granted privileges.

“I cannot imagine attempting core
privileging without this system!”
— Robin C.
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How it all fits together

What else can symplr
do for you?

ABOUT SYMPLR

HAVE QUESTIONS? NEED HELP?

Provider Credentialing  
Save time, money, and
resources — streamline your
entire medical credentialing
process with our
easy–to–use, web–based
solution.

Professional Practice 
Reporting 
Know exactly how your
providers are performing —
a symplr way to benchmark
and evaluate the quality of
each provider’s care.

Event Reporting
Reduce risk and improve
patient safety the symplr
way with real-time incident
and event alerting.

Peer Review
Upgrade your peer review
policy from hard-to-manage
and enforce to a symplr,
manageable, and 
defendable
automated workflow.

symplr is routinely selected when  
compared side-by-side to other third- 
party provider management services.

Founded in 2006, symplr is an industry leader in 
compliance and credentialing Software as a Service 
solutions that help healthcare organizations 
mitigate risk and ensure compliance. symplr, along 
with the Cactus Software brand of provider 
management solutions, has a single mission: to 
make healthcare compliance and credentialing 
simpler for all constituents of the healthcare 
community. 

Cactus provider management solutions from


